GEISHA EVENING
an unqualified success; Admiral Taylor's helpful co-operation with
Admiral Nomura at Shanghai last year is generally appreciated and
the American admiral has been given a most cordial reception here ;
 (3)	the brief visit of the new Governor-General of the Philippines;
his calls on the high Japanese officials made a favourable impression ;
 (4)	the visit of Bishop Perry and particularly his visit to the Perry
monument at  Uraga, which was  given wide publicity;    (5) the
opening of St Luke's new medical centre in the presence of the
Emperor's brother, and a distinguished Japanese representation.
Of course it is quite possible that the military clique may in due
course manoeuvre to undermine this wave of good feeling by con-
tinuing to fill the press with anti-American propaganda, but I feel
that constructive and probably lasting headway has been made.
Shiratori's removal from the Foreign Office and his appointment as
Minister to Sweden is a further hopeful factor. Incidentally, I hear
that up to the last minute Shiratori fought against his transfer.
This new friendly feeling for America is shown even in our per-
sonal relationships here. Captain Johnson, for instance, tells me
that some of his best Japanese friends who were formerly most
cordial have hardly dared be seen with him during the past year,
especially one in particular, who was thought by the military to be
too fond of foreigners. The other day both he and Viscount Inouye
joined Johnson and myself at our table at the golf club on their
own initiative, beaming and very genial, a move which they would
not have dared to make during the past year. I am glad to have
remained here long enough to see this improvement come and shall
be mighty happy if it lasts; I think it will last unless unforeseen
incidents or developments occur to injure it. Certainly there is a
very great change since a year ago.
GEISHA EVENING
June 29,'1933
Horrid, sweaty Nyubai weather. Spent the day in shirt sleeves
in my study.
Captain Johnson gave a geisha dinner at the Koyokan for the high
admirals of the Japanese Navy and most of our staff, thirty-two in
all. We sat on the floor in two long rows, while the girls plied us
with hot sake and the courses of an excellent Japanese dinner were
gradually served. After an hour or so the dinner began to warm up
and after two hours the " Yo, yo, ye " game was in fast and furious
swing and the ceremonial visiting had begun.
The " Yo, yo, ye " game is as follows : the geisha who happens
to be serving you for the moment (they continually shift places)
proposes the game, which is the old time-honoured one of scissors
cut paper, paper wraps rock, rock break scissors; if she wins you

